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Abstract

The possibility of using the group 0(5) L *
 0 ^ 5 ) E x U(.l)¥ for unifying

the weak and electromagnetic interactions is studied.. We are led to an anomaly

free theory.

Potentially the theory has the advantage of incorporating the previous

results. For example, all the results.of 0(5),. x U(l) studies ore, as a

Special case, obtainable at lov energies. In the process of breaking the

symmetry down to Weinberg-Salam theory at the level of SU(2)L x SU(2)R x U(l) v,

we have employed the neutrino pairing mechanism proposed by Mannheim.

We have "been able to reproduce several of the conventional electroweak

aspects such as the parity violation in both the lepton and charged quark

sectors, Weinberg mixing pattern in the neutral current sector while keeping

the left-handed neutrinos massless. All the salient features of lov energy

phenomenology are shown to follow.
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1. IHTRODUCTION

The motivation for extending the Weinberg-Salam [1,2] model supplemented

by the charm hypothesis of Glashow, Iliopoulos and Miani [3 | with It leptons,

k quarks and one Higgs doublet by- proposing the left-right symmetric group

SU(2)T » SU(2)_ K U"(i) for studying the electroweak interactions iB amply

discussed in the literature \k\. However, i t is known that one can as well work

with any of its generalizations [5] such as Su(tJ). .X SU(H) x G vhere G

denotes any gauge group commuting with SU{H)L X SU(N.)R and generating the left-

right symmetric gauge interactions. A distinguishing feature of such a symmetric

model is that i t is invariant under space reflections and the observed parity

non-invariance of the low energy interactions is attributed to the idea that

vacuum state of the theory is left-right asymmetric. However, at very high

energies vhere all weak vector boson masses in the theory can be ignored parity

is restored.

In view of the fact that presently there are four fully established

flavor quantum numbers and four lov lying leptons, in a recent attempt Mannheim

[6] has used the group SU(lt)L x SU(!t)R x U(l)v possessing the manifest left-

right symmetry, to discuss what he calls the neutrino pairing mechanism as the

origin of parity violation in a chiral flavor theory of weak interactions. He

finds i t handy to study several interesting aspects of weak interactions such

as maximal parity violation both in lepton and quark charged current sectors,

conventional Weinberg mixing pattern in neutral current sector while keeping

the observed left-handed electron and muon-neutrinos massless. However, it is

north mentioning that the maximal anomaly free [7] renormaliz&ble subgroup of

SU[1OT •* SU(!t)D is Sp(lt). x SpCO- for which each lepton or quark quartet

transforms as a U-component internal symmetry spinor. Also, if we want to

restrict ourselves to a more economical (as far as the number of nev particles

are concerned) generalization of SU(£), ve find that the group in question

is also Sp(U) . The group Sp(U) is locally isomorphic to 0(5) . The group

0(5) is safe and is economical in number of gauge bosons.
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On these grounds it is worthwhile to propose and study the group

0(5), * °(5)p * U(l) ' as an electpoveak unifying gauge group and expect the

theory to be anomaly free. In the present paper, being the smallest left-right

symmetric group admitting of its use, we have investigated such a possibility

employing the neutrino pairing mechanism at the level of SU(2)T x SU(2)_ x

y to break the theory down to Weinberg-Salam gauge group. At a later stage

we have also used the {U,5) + (U,U) spinorial representations of the relevant

product group to break the theory down to the point of recovering the low

energy phenomenology. In section 2, we havs given the relevant mathematical

aspects. Section 3 is devoted to the group structure of the symmetry breaking

model. Section h discusses our findings.

2 . THE RELEVANT MATHEMATICAL ASPECTS

To fix our notation and to indicate the particular representations

which we have used in this paper we briefly sketch here some of the relevant

mathematics.

The method of constructing spinorial representations in higher dimen-

sions for rotation groups is discussed by Brauer and Weyl [6] . Following their

method ve construct here the four dimensional spinorial representations of the

five dimensional rotation group 0(5) * A set of five h " h Hermitian anti-

coasmuting matrices I", is made to satisfy the following relation.

(2.1)

where ]_ is a k x h unit matrix.

The generators of 0(5) are given by

(2.2)

the restriction Is inposed due to the antisymmetry of F. . .
ij

It is possible to specify the r. matrices as the products of Pauli

spin matrices as follows:

r C = <$ * f
0)

(2.3)

The superscripts (1) and (2) refer to two distinct sets of Pauli matrices and

the notation X denotes the direct product.

Explicitly written out the matrices read:

1

(2.It)

and the generators are given as fallows: i

* \i

"45"

0 \ •
f ^3i =

0 -\

The generators also satisfy the following commutation relations:

(2.5)

(2.6)
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for (a) X = 0 ,

(b) X t 0

and
The corresponding gauge fields may be written as

Among them the following relations are also satisfied

(2.8)

The commutation relations (2.>) define four different SU(2) subgroups, however,

we notice that there are only three sets in vhich the diagonal generator F*

is involved. As we have used the eigen values of the generator F^- for labe-

ling our fermions, only these three subgroups will ts relevant to our work.

Using equation (2.a) i t is possible to define a suitable basis for the gauge

bosons such that in the Lagrangian equation (3'^) certain linear combinations of

the gauge fields for instance (l/ZiHw15 + iW1**) , {l/J2.){tf^ + iW35) are

universally coupled to the charged currents such as veT
Wi(l+YS)vi> VY i(l+v5)\>e

rather than the single w and VT ones.

Furthermore, ve define

(a.9)

(2.10)

We also write the U(l>v generator as 3 . In (£.10) the gauge fields have

been defined a la Mukku and Sayed [9] for a later reference to their work.

3. THE GROUP STRUCTURE OF THE BREAKING MODEL

In 0(5)L x 0(5)R * U(1)Y there are 10 gauge fields Ŵ 1. ( i < j =

1, . . . . 5) transforming under 0{5)L and another set of 10 gauge fields ¥?,

transforming under 0(5)R and a singlet vector gauge field W°

We denote the fermion l e f t - and right-handed multiplets by the generics

( v
e j e, p, vy) and (u, d, s, c ) . In our work a l l left-handed fernions are

assigned to (̂ ,1) and (l,U) spinorial representations of the group 0(5) x
L

0(5)B respectively. In terms of 0(5}y vector generators ( F 7 . , FV ) the

charge operator is given as follows:

(3.1)

For both the l e f t - and right-handed leptons and quarks, the eigenvalues for the

operators are tabulated below

-5r
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! Q

1 o

yeL,R

0

1/2

-1

Leptons

eL,E WL,R

-1 -1

-1/2 -1/2

-1 -1

0 ,

1/2 ,

-1 ,

: P L 5 R

, 2/3

, 1/2

, 1/3

Quarks

a<L,R

-1/3

-1/2

1/3

-1/3

-1/2

1/3

CL,R !

2/3 ;

1/2 •

1/3 :

Table 1: Indicating assignments of Yj^ and Y Q for all fermions.

The table contains the Cabibbo rotated quarks i.e.

d' « d cos 6 + s sin 9
c c

a' = -d sin 6 + s cos 6 (3.2)

where e e is the Cabibbo angle.

't is interesting to note that for every entry in the table the relation

= B - L (3.3)

holds. Where B and L are the corresponding baryon and lepton numbers.

Denoting the left-r ight symmetric gauge couplings ( ^ = gp = g) for

0(5)T and 0(5 )„ by g and that of U(l) l r by Jg we express the couplings

of the fermion currents to fields by the following interaction Lagrangian,

Due to the antisymmetry of F i . the expression F^ .¥1J may be conveniently-

written in terms of the basis defined by equations (2.10) as follows:

-7-

w;

>< written explicitly reads:

.L

-?-

+ Bimilar terms involving right-handed gauge bosons.
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where |_ (7

-JL

'

-L +1 c

and

•V = ,R (3.7)

Proceeding to achieve our aim we break the symmetry down to SU(2) x

L

SU(2)R=*" U(l)y in two steps. Following Ling-Fong Li [io] we f i r s t break the

symmertry down to 0<3)L *0(3)R which i s isomorphis to SU(2) x SU(2) by

introducing two Higgs multiplets n. and £. transforming as vectors under
•la let

0(5) L (relevant index being i ) and also transforming as vector under 0(5) R

(relevant index being a ) i.e.

(3-8)

with i, j = 1, .... 5 (i < j ) ; a, e = 1, ..., (a < B).

Their coupling to the vector gauge Tiosons is given by

(3.9)

and the invariant potential up to a quartic term is given try

which for < 0 with

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

minimizes to V = (3.11)

where t> =

Substitution of the vacuum expectation value of "n form equation (3.11) in the

lagrangian ^wri equation (3-9) yields the mass term as

(3.12)

which using as the basis equation (2.(0) reduces to

(3.13)

and in turn indicates that the breaking has given masses t.p the C * and

D * and U ~ ' gauce bosons. A repetiion of the similar procedure using
V v

the multiple* E i o th is time the nonaero term being t ^ p r o d u c e a t h e

term

Observe that the gauge bosons C and C are getting masses in both the cases

as such are respectively heavier than the other left-handed and right-handed

part ic les . Thus the f i rs t stage of symmetry breaking produces the to ta l mass

term as

(3.15)

Equation (3.15) indicates that the gauge bosons tfj| * and W° are s t i l l mass-
. . JJ.B j ™V generate the lef t overless their coupling generators being Fjj* and FQ

unbroken eynmietry 0(3)j-x 0(3)R
 x u d ) v which in turn i s isamorphic to SU(2)

x SU(2)R x U(l)v .

- 9 - -10-



For •breaking the symmetry SU(2)T * SU(2)_ * U{l),, down to
l i K V

SU(2) x U(l),, w e use the neutrino pairing mechanism [fi] . The essential idea
l i . V

behind this mechanism may be summarized as follows:

. While the symmetry group itself is specified by the representation

content of the matter field there exists a complete arbitrariness in picking up

the specific representations which break the symmetry in the desired direction

so as to finally lead to the Weinberg-Salam low energy phenomenology. Thus,

guided by the yet ununderstood dynamical symmetry breaking Mannheim proposes

to use the bilinear or quadrilinear fields of the theory itself. Since charge

is conserved his mechanism boils down ]-.o using a dineutrino system which is

-given as VXV (?C= f C, C = i-yzY°. X is any suitable matrix). The fields that

_c

appear in f XT have the same helicity as such transform according to the sepa-

rate irreducible representations of the symmetry group. One, then, argues that

since for a pair of feradons with zero total angular momentum, the available

(£,s) states are (0,0) and (1,1); the state (1,1) should be discarded as i t
- c u

belongs to the kinetic term f y 3 f and is not useful for symmetry breaking

purposes. The dineutrinostate ¥ t represents Lorentz invariance by virtue of

the fact that &t C U

e and CYUC = -ypT , 'and may be identified as the

only possible state (0,0). According to the Pauli principle for a pair of

fermions the over all wave function has to be antisymmetric, since the (i,s)

part is already antisymmetric, in order to preserve the total antisymmetry one

h»3 to take the internal wave function to be symmetric. Employing the above

mentioned mechanism and accepting the principle that a symmetry group is mani-

fested only through the dynamical interactions of the theory, since we are

working with the four dimensional spinor representations of 0(5) which are

identical with those of the Sp(l() ones, we find that in the SpCO product

h * h = 10 " 6 , only the 10 dimensional representation being symmetric is to

be used. Thus, the dineutrino transforms according to the (10,1) and (l,10)

representations of the chiral group S p C * ) ^ Sp(U)H . Due to the left-right

-11 -

asymmetry of the representations the dineutrino breaks parity and furthermore,

being a two particle state it also breaks the U(l)y invariance. Employing a

tensor notation we label (l0,l) and (1,10) dineutrino states as a. , a .

ao ap

respectively. Using the basis equation (£.10), the corresponding gauge covariant

derivatives may be written as [6]

V

If we eh0O3e a basis sueb that the vacuum expectation values of

arft given as follows

3.16)

and a

L °0

1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1

(3.IT)

where

and insert them in equations (3-16) we find that the mass term is given as

where

(3.19)

(3.20)

Equations (3.19) and (3.20) indieate that still the gauge bosons V° and F

and the combination (g'F^+gW0)//g2+gl2 are massless. Thus the unbroken gauge

group SU(2)Tx u(l) has them as the corresponding gauge fields. It may be taken

h

as the Weinterg-Salam gauge group with i t s U(l) generator already possessing

some sailing. It is customary to "break the last stage of symmetry in such a way

that the fermions of the theory get masses. For this purpose in the following

-12-
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we firat construct "ttie lepton and quark Sp(M spinorial

representations: calling the lepton multiplet (v , e , vi , \i ) as A

we write

giving C1*,5) + (5,1*) = £ Ia + I Jl0 = x" for leptons
& Br &•

Similarly, we may, calling (u,d,s,c) as q , write

(\M . y " and (5,10 - q^0

and hence we may write for quarks

Thus, the corresponding gauge covariant derivatives can be written as

We take the vacuum expectation values of x

X > = X

I t 0 0 0 \
.a, . I 0 mA 0 0 I

& > * = r X a t o o w 0 I
\0 0 0 iiul
\ /

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.21*)

(3.25)

(3.26)

where xo and J Q are related to the relevant (3.27) coupling constants for

leptons and the quarks respectively. Inserting these in equations.(3.25) and

(3.26) respectively yields the mass term as

vhere

(3.28)

(•3.89)

It is possible to extract the neutral eigen state specific to SU<2) x u(l)
L

sector of the theory equation (3.28) by defining the following combinations of

the gauge fields:
-13-



L
= _ SCv. 6 ( F̂ A. •+•

8'

where

— a1

(3.30)

(3.31)

for the same reason using equation (3.33d we may substitute in equation (3.28)

sec2ez^ for

which gives the standard relation l^ = VL cos0 .

Furthermore, we notice, for example the leptonic weak interaction

e + u + v + u , i s mediated by the charged ¥ ;

i" Y"(1+Y^)V W + h.c leading to an effective four fermion interaction

(3.35)

t_
Inverting the basis ve find

(3.32)

yielding

« •

(3.33)

Frcan the equation (3.U) we find that the contribution of the new states to the

interaction lagrangian is of the fonn

T Ta

J (em) and J * have been defined in equations (3-6) and (3-T)-

Assuming that W" and Z are heavier than their left-handed counter

parts and ignoring their mixing with W" and Z ve immediately identify

W~ , Z and A to he the low lying mass eigen states of the theory. Also

Following the familiar convention, the strength of this interaction may he iden-

t i f ied with G-fj/2 and thus w« have

(3.36)

Limita on the gauge boson masses are given in ref.[9J and as such we do not

discuss them here. However, to get a feeling of the energies involved in this

game we give here these limits:

> 300 BJJ , Mc> 600 1^ , ^ > 300 M̂  and ^ > 300

(3.3T)

1*. COBCLUSIOH

The e s s e n t i a l p o i n t s of our s tudy have been ( i ) u s i n g a s a f e , l e f t - r i g h t

symmetric and an economical group i n number of gauge b o s o n s ; ( i i ) p r o v i d i n g a

working model to study some of the characteristics of the neutrino pairing

mechanism.

We find that since SU(2>Lx SU(2)Rx U(l)y is isomorphic to 0{3)L*

0(3) * tt(l) our work basically embeds a l l the results of the SU(2)L>< SU(2)R

x U(l)y theory.

-15- -16-



As a testing ground of the neutrino pairing mechanism i t provides parity

violation both in the left-handed lepton and quark charge current sectors with

the assumption of.heaviness of the right-handed gauge bosons. I t generates the

conventional Weintoerg mixing form with 0 being the Weinberg mixing angle and the

electr ic charge being given as e = g sin 9 .

I t is consistent with the observed masslessness of the left-handed

neutrinos while leaving a scope for the right-handed neutrinos to be massive.

I t has given the standard result VL, • H, cos© and allovs to identify the

Fermi coupling constant Gp//2 = gV8MjJ" • Although 0(5) possesses several

3U(2) subgroups indicated in equation (2.7) le t t ing the dineutrino condense in

•vacuum with a choice of <J . = 0 has provided us with the right direction of
aD

the symmetry breaking ultimately leading to the low energy phenomenology. It

is interesting to note that the Y quantum number which is given in the table 1

so as to yield the charge operator is directly connected to the global quantum

numbers of the strong interactions namely, the difference between the baryon and

the lepton quantum numbers, may be taken as a hint for the grand unification.

It is gratifying to know that the present gauge group while it has several desi-

rable features is providing us with a conceptual basis for unifying the weak,

electromagnetic and the strong interactions.
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